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Because the shooting was not finished, Mo Nanfeng sneaked out again and took the
little guy to deliver the plane for the rest of his life the next day.

Unexpectedly, he was just accidentally photographed by a squatting reporter.
Coincidentally, he only photographed the face for the rest of his life, the back of the
little guy and a vague figure in his blurred lens. He couldn't tell whether it was a man
or a woman.

The news agency had to report that he had a hidden marriage with a mysterious
woman. Fans don't believe it. They go to the microblog to bombard the news agency,
and many fans ask for the truth for the rest of their lives.

I didn't intend to talk to you for the rest of my life, but at this time, the previous
dialogue recording between Xia Jinsheng and Huang Yajun came out, and there were
pictures of two people arguing. They were suddenly pushed to the cusp of the storm.

Many media reported that they had a close relationship with Xia Yuxiu for the rest of
their life, and Xia Jinsheng admitted that their relationship was unusual. They take it
for granted that they have been secretly married to Xia Jinsheng for the rest of their
life, and Xia Yuxiu is the child of the two.

When he learned the news, Xia Jinsheng was watching TV with Gu Nanchen, and the
entertainment news on TV was broadcasting the news.

She felt that the temperature in the room dropped a lot in an instant. She didn't even
dare to look into Nanchen's eyes. She didn't have to think that there must be a fire in it.

"Aren't you going to explain it?" He said word by word.

"I am innocent." Xia Jinsheng straightened his neck and wept, "people sit at home and
the pot comes from heaven. It's because they are so rude that they release hormones
everywhere. "

"How do you explain the previous paragraph?"



Which paragraph? Xia Jinsheng remembers that he said something imaginative, but as
one of the people familiar with the matter, Gu Nanchen's behavior can be defined as
making trouble because of jealousy, okay?

"Are you close to him?" Gu Nanchen smiled brightly, but Xia Jinsheng knew that his
heart was never as bright as it seemed.

Can honey not be intimate? She just said this sentence in her heart, and her mouth still
followed his meaning, "absolutely not as close as you. You are the most important. "

"Hum." Although it was a disdainful cold hum, it sounded very proud and charming. A
contrast Meng captured Xia Jinsheng's girl heart.

Finally, Gu Nanchen's hair was smoothed out, but for the rest of his life, he didn't
come back to their place for a long time, but chose to turn away the little guy directly.

The flying news finally held a press conference for the rest of his life to clarify that the
child at the airport is indeed Xia Yuxiu, but he is only a good friend with Xia Jinsheng.

At the instigation of Gu Nanchen and Xia Jinsheng, the news that the little guy signed
a contract with Qianlong Huangchao entertainment and culture company was officially
announced by Wencun, as well as her background. Many people were shocked. Xia
Jinsheng's identity also caused a sensation in the school.

With the passage of time, these began to be willing to be calm. Moreover, the
entertainment circle is a fast-moving circle, and these news will soon be replaced by
other hot spots.

On the other hand, as soon as Qian Shuangshuang came back from his hometown, he
heard that Wenya broke the contract and lost money, and Junzhu company began to
look for a script again. Unwilling, she persuaded Wenya to bow to Jing Zhu and the
two cooperated again.

"Why cooperate again? He didn't say he would change the script like that. It's
disrespect for me. Let's not beg him, shall we? " For her friend, Wenya always couldn't
say anything in a heavy tone, so she had to ask her to change her mind.

Qian Shuangshuang hates her. She can miss every good opportunity. She is so gentle
and has no brain. That's Jun Zhu's design in line with international standards. If her
novel is written well and they shoot it successfully.

The value of gentleness naturally goes up, and then she can get more money from
black box operation. She loves money and makes friends with gentleness entirely



because of money.

She doesn't want to treat each other as her best friend like that fool.

Try every means to persuade Wenya, and even don't hesitate to take out the friendship
threat between the two people. Wenya finally agreed: "OK, I'll talk to my father and
ask him to sign the contract for me."

"Yaya, you are indeed my best friend."

Having got a satisfactory answer, Qian Shuangshuang carried on the laughter and
fighting between the two little girls with gentle arms.

Because of the little guy's signing, Xia Jinsheng, as a guardian, was once again invited
to Wenjia's company to discuss cooperation. This time, she was received by the gentle
iron fist lady in the legend of the Wen family.

Gentle son, a capable woman who acts completely opposite to her name, a gentle sister,
tough character and one thing for people. He is notoriously strict. The people under his
opponent are picky. Once he makes mistakes more than three times... Sorry, please
leave.

She is the second largest shareholder of the company except Wencun and has a great
voice.

"This is our next play for Xia Yuxiu next quarter. Let's see what's wrong. And Zhu
Qian, the gold medal broker of our company, will personally serve her. " Wenya'er
showed Xia Jinsheng all the next little guy's development plans.

Before signing the contract, I knew that the conditions given by the Wen family were
excellent, and now they are even worse. But nothing is courteous, either rape or theft.
Xia Jinsheng looked at her suspiciously, "this is too much higher than artists of the
same age?"

"Miss Xia, don't worry. I think our Yuxiu is worth the price." Gentle son narrowed his
eyes and smiled. Xia Yuxiu will be an employee of their company in the next few
years, and the relationship is inseparable. Well, the titles have been crowned with
"our...". After getting through this layer, isn't it natural to cooperate with Gu Nanchen
at that time? Xia Jinsheng vaguely guessed the inside story. She didn't reject going
through the back door or using relationships. Parents make money for their children.
There's nothing they can't give up. Moreover, their cooperation with Gu Nanchen is
mutually beneficial. If it is a loss making business, Gu Nanchen will not rashly agree.
Suddenly, gentle and rash burst in with warmth. When she saw Xia Jinsheng also in
her aunt's office, she was surprised to grow her eyes. Gentle son frowned and directly



scolded them in front of Xia Jinsheng: "what's going on? Crazy. Don't you know to
knock before entering? " There was no place where she taught people. After a moment
of silence, her breath was colder. "Go out. Don't come in until I'm finished talking."
The two little girls did, but Xia Jinsheng didn't think it was necessary. They had almost
talked. Sure enough, after a while, gentle son was going to send her out. He just saw
gentle at the door. She was still surprised when she saw herself. The little guy might
still be on guard against her because of the last thing. Xia Jinsheng nodded to her.
When she was about to leave, she suddenly remembered her apology: "I'm sorry about
the last thing. I don't know what it was like." She also saw the news to understand why
her father was particularly good to Xia Jinsheng. It turned out that it was her husband.
She wanted to get into the company's cooperation with Gu Nanchen through her. She
also misunderstood that Xia Jinsheng was a little lover. Now she feels sorry. Xia
Jinsheng was also stunned, and then smiled, "it's okay." He who does not know is not
guilty. She took the little guy and left. The smile on the gentle son's face behind her
disappeared. She looked at the gentle seriously, "what did you do? Explain it to me.
"“ Oh. " Gentle vomited powder tongue and forgot to have her aunt present. Now she
was miserable. When he came out of the company building, the little guy's face was
angry. Xia Jinsheng saw that she was unhappy. He stopped and poked her face. The
touch was soft and flexible. The little guy clapped her hand. She reached up and asked
her with a smile, "are you angry?"“ Well, Mommy, how did you forgive her? She's
clearly so annoying. " She has always held a grudge against those who bullied her
mother, and so has this gentleness“ Roll, it's better to have one more friend than one
more enemy, you know? " She carefully touched the little guy's head, and now she
realized that the moral value education of the little guy could not be relaxed. She still
has a lot of time to teach her. Because of the previous gentle delay, Jing Zhu has
personally selected another new talent, little lover. Just after signing the contract with
her, Wen Cun came to Jingzhu to discuss it in person“ Haven't you already signed me?
" The little lover sat outside the office and was a little uneasy. Although she had just
come out of school, she knew a lot about the head of Qianlong emperor's nest. She had
money and power. She's really not sure about arguing with him“ Take it easy, Jing Zhu
will handle it. " Xia Jinsheng poured her a cup of coffee. Jing Zhu has signed a
contract with the little lover. She also believes that Jing Zhu is not that kind of person.
But why does Wencun come in? Didn't gentleness refuse very simply at that time?
While she was thinking, the door of the office had opened and ran out in a warm and
angry way. Seeing the dull Xia Jinsheng, his face became more and more ugly and
accelerated his pace. The Secretary behind him followed hard in high heels. Jingzhu
was the last one who came out with pure spirit and leisure. As soon as he came out, the
little lover nervously surrounded him, and the voice line trembled, "you, you won't
break the contract with me?"“ How? " Jing Zhu smiled and stretched out his hand.
"Happy cooperation, Miss Zhou Meimei." The little lover's real name is Zhou Meimei.
Now she is in tears and holds Jing Zhu's hand, "thank you." She is very excited that
her works will be known by more people. This is her original intention. Xia Jinsheng
looked at Jing Zhu and asked him what was going on with his eyes. He didn't explain
the whole story until the little lover left. "Gently found that his daughter was cool and



dry under the company and wanted to help her."“ So how did you refuse him? "“ I told
him all his daughter's glorious deeds before I told him that we had found a partner
again. " No wonder he was more nervous when he saw Xia Jinsheng just now. He
must have lost face. Xia Jinsheng laughs and scolds Jing Zhu for being cunning. First,
he is preconceived, makes Wen Cun feel guilty about his daughter's breach of contract,
and then tells him that he has signed a new contract. In this way, even if she is gentle
and angry, there is no reason. After all, her daughter is wrong first.
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